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6707 Kaleidoscope Wonders Color Art for Everyone Creative entertainment is yours to enjoy when
you color projects found in Kaleidoscope Wonders Color Art for Everyone; a coloring book that
features 24 design pages of intricate line drawings of diverse patterns inspired by flowers, orbs,
stars, mosaics, and more. You will get hours of enjoyment and stress relief as you enhance the
designs with colored pencils, markers, and other art media. Considered beneficial to all ages,
coloring has been proven to generate wellness and quietness, as well as to stimulate the brain
areas related to the senses and creativity. Leisure Arts presents this item as one of several adult
coloring books. These artistic drawings offer complexity to engage the adult brain, but also
simplicity, in that there are no rules or even guidelines. Each 8.5 inch x 10.875 inch sheet of
premium paper is printed on one side only and perforated for easy removal.
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Attached is my silent and quick flip through video of the entire book of designs. I hope it is of
assistance to you.This adult color book lives up to its name, "Kaleidoscope Wonders - Color Art for
Everyone." The images are very reminiscent of that which I would see through a kaleidoscope when
I was a child. I remember that magical feeling of shifting and changing the patterns and the colors
and now I can have a similar feeling as I color the various designs in this book. The designs are all
supplied by GMC Designs/Shutterstock, Inc. I don't know if that means there are various designers

within those companies or not, but there isn't a specific artist mentioned.There are 24 designs,
which each of them having a kind of repetitious look - some with centered designs and others with
the patterns at a slightly off-angle. Most of the designs are either flowing patterns or flowers but
there are also designs that incorporate butterflies, tea cups, sea shells, and hearts. The paper
weight is nice and heavy - very much a feeling of premium grade paper. The designs are printed on
one side of the page (with the back side blank.) The pages are all micro-perforated so removing
them from the book will be easy. The print quality of the design is excellent. I will keep my
magnifying lamp handy as some elements of a few of the designs are small and intricate but for the
most part, I will not need to use my lamp.I have had some bleed through of color with my markers
and gel pens. Not as much as with some other brands but certainly enough that I would either
remove the page from the book or put some freezer paper or heavy card stock between the pages
while I am working.At the front of the book there is a section on understanding colors.
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